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Dirt is the greatest enemy of your furnace. It can waste fuel and significantly reduce efficiency. In some cases, this can even lead to overhing of the oven [source: StartRemodeling.com]. Dirt affects all three main components of your oven, so cleaning is the most important part of regular maintenance. Three parts of the
furnace to be cleaned: filter system, blow-out and motor. The furnace filter should be replaced or cleaned at the beginning of the heating season and about once a month during periods of continuous use [source: Peterson]. To check the filter, take it out and hold it to light. If it looks clogged, replace it with a new filter of
the same type and size regardless of how long it is used. Disposable furnace filter consists of a fiddling mesh in a cardboard frame. The size of the filter is printed at the edge of the border. The arrow on the edge of the frame indicates the correct direction of airflow through the filter. The air flows from the back-air channel
to the blow-out, so the arrow on the filter should indicate from the reverse-air channel and towards the blow-out. Permanent filter is usually sprayed with a special filter-coating chemical, available in hardware stores and home centers. Clean this type of filter according to the manufacturer's instructions, which are usually
attached to the oven housing. Here's how to replace the filter: Step 1: Find the metal panel on the front of the oven under the return air channel, between the channels and the blow-out system. The panel can be marked as a filter, or it can form a lid or front projection on the oven body. Step 2: Slip the panel off its hold
hooks or unscrug the panel out of the box or body of the oven. On some heating units filters are exposed; In this case, simply slide the filter up and out of the U-shaped tracks that keep it in place. Step 3: Check and replace or clear the filter, depending on the type. Step 4: Clean the assembly, belts and pulleys to the
blower and motor housing. Cleaning the fan is crucial if your oven has a fan of cage proteins, because the holes in this type of fan are often clogded with dirt. To clean the blow-out, remove the panel that closes the filter to access the blow-out or panel on the front of the oven. This panel can be sliding on hooks or held in
place by a series of retaining screws. Access to the inside of your oven's blower is usually acquired by nominating a fan that is held on the track with screws. Next, we will look at troubleshooting the gas furnace. By Jim Lynch on Jan 5th, 2007 at 6:03 pm This site can earn affiliate link commissions on this page. Terms of
Use. I'm on vacation this week, so I took back through the Top Tips archive to bring you ten explosions from the past. Roundup hardware/software and cries for help will resume next week. As always, please feel free to add your own tips and comments to Top Tips that interest you. Can I Linux on an old computer? I have
an old Pentium 200MHz pc with a 4GB hard drive and a 64MB RAM. Can I run the latest Linux distributions such as Mandrake 9, Red Hat 8 or should I choose older versions of mandrake and Red Hat? My grandson killed my CD! Once my grandson has worked on my computer, the CD will not respond to a CD. He gets
power but won't read it. Help... Please. What type of RAM is for the AMD K6 450? Since I do not have a guide for the motherboard, I can not say what RAM it has, but it is better guessed, it is probably PC100 SDRAM DIMM 72 PIN standard type of RAM (I know it has at least 128MB RAM). Cable modem madness! I'm
interested in setting up my Linux box to my cable modem through an Ethernet connection as a firewall and server. I have Red Hat 7.2 installed, but I can't seem to get up to bat and actually just connect. I tried to set up a eth0 card to get my IP address via DHCP, but it always fails. What else should I try? Dual boot with
W2K after Win XP? Currently I have XP IT installed, but I would also like to install the W2000 server for educational purposes. I want to put Mandrake Linux as well, but after 2000S. I'm tired of editing .ini point to temporary folders created when configuring, but no problem. I continue without 2000S and go ahead with
Mandrake. It's too risky to lose XP at the moment for the sake of other users. Is the DirectX 9 better than DirectX 8.1? Since DX9 just became available and some of you guys with ATI cards got the chance to see it in action (with a Catalyst 3.0 driver, I guess) I was just wondering if it was better than DX8.1 (with current
games, that is) and in what aspects? I could download it myself, but I don't think it would make any difference since the GF4 Ti cards are not compatible with DX9. So if you have any thoughts on this, I'd be happy to hear about them. How to install sound card driver module in Linux? I need to install the sound card driver
module when I do / sbin / modprobe cs46xx I get the module not found. Can anyone please tell me how to install this module and / or where can I get the module? My home network isn't working! I'll set up two home PCs to the network. I installed network drives in both, bought a crossover cable, followed all the usual
tips about creating workgroups, sharing drives, etc. computers each have a modem, so I'm not worried about internet access over the network – it's more to get files from one to the other and be able to print to one printer. Anyway, it doesn't work. Can I transfer files between the XP and Win95 fields? Writing for my
brother-in-one. He's on broadband using a router. Has 2 PCs - one new Dell Home- another old Compaq 4550 w / Win95. It has two of them getting &amp;amp; using 'network, but is there a way for him to transfer files? He said from what he read in the router's booklet- no. I thought I'd check it out here. How to make a
hold a multiplayer game? I want to host the multiplayer game Return to Castle Wolfenstein. I'm for a Belkin 4 port router. What are the steps? I have no idea what's involved in this. What I want to do is be able to invite my brother-in-one to recruit from another city to play - is it possible? Does he also have to have a game
or does he just come into my game? I told you I had no idea. That's it this week, see you on the forum! November 1, 2007 3 min read Opinions expressed by entrepreneurs contributors are their own. In 1969, I graduated from the American Trade Maritime Academy and was offered two jobs. I took a job paying $47,000 a
year and rejected one paying $75,000 a year because it required me to join a union. I don't mind unions. I am against being obsolete because of outdated ideas. As entrepreneurs, we have to stop looking at employees in terms of the industrial age. In the industrial era, workers were rewarded for things like seniority. In
the information era, seniority is death by perseverance. In the industrial era, the senior employee had more experience. In an age of information, experience can be a liability. So the challenges facing today's entrepreneurs: How do you attract, retain and motivate technologically savvy, advanced employees? How do you
keep wages and benefits in line with profit cuts? How do you inspire employees to develop new products or services? How do you keep good employees from moving to other companies? I do this by working more collaboratively with younger employees. I ask them to challenge my ideas as well as their own. For
example, the other day I mentioned to a group of junior managers that email was outdated. They said I didn't know what I was talking about. One called me old. And what they said was true. The thing is, I don't know what I'm talking about. I'm so outdated that I don't have an email address. All I know is that email will be
obsolete, just as unions are obsolete and the idea of seniority is outdated. I challenged the younger staff to predict their future, anticipating their own conquest. Taking the conversation to the future, it brings together two generations: old guys like me and the young leaders of tomorrow. As I predict the future, I can share
my experiences as they share theirs. When they tell me about using Skype to make long-distance phone calls, I see a future for Industrial Age phone companies. One of the things I do is hire younger, more tech-savvy team members and put them on a quasi-board to advise my company on the future. This does not
mean that I follow all their recommendations; it just means I need to listen to them and take appropriate action. I also listen with intent to identify core values and desires. On the flip side, I promote senior tech workers and ask them to be Future. Leadership is a vision. One way to see the future is to see today as Past. In
the information era, nothing is more dangerous than a person who doesn't know his ideas is obsolete. Obsolete.
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